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The highly successful Marvel Cinematic Universe films portray incidents which raise many ethical and legal questions. This three-hour seminar will
provide an introduction and overview of the issues that arise in these films and other superhero films. These legal issues range from the commonplace
to the esoteric. For the former we will consider, for example, intellectual property issues, the possibility of criminal and civil liability for personal injury
and property damage, and the procedural and evidential issues that may arise with regard to prosecuting superheroes or receiving evidence from them.
The more esoteric topics considered include international humanitarian law, aviation law, the law and artificial intelligence and robotics, and space law.
No prior knowledge of the films or comics is necessary. Apart from the international and outer space law issues, the law discussed will be the law of
Hong Kong.
Some of the questions considered in this seminar include:
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When Thanos killed/destroyed the Vision - was this murder or criminal damage?
Is it murder for Blade to kill/destroy a vampire?
Can we prosecute a vampire for murder if they are not alive?
Are the Green Goblin and the Joker legally insane?
Is Loki’s mind control of Hawkeye insane or non-insane automatism - or something else?
Who is responsible for death and destruction caused by an automated weapon or an android?
Which court may have jurisdiction over a Norse god?
Do superheroes have to remove their masks to give evidence in court?
Who pays for the cleanup when the Avengers save the world?
Is superhero damage covered in standard insurance policies?
May SHIELD use electronic surveillance on anyone?
May Spiderman sue if someone exposes his identity as Peter Parker?
After the “snap”, could those who returned claim the property they owned before?
Is there a special law for space piracy?
Which court might have jurisdiction over the criminal actions of the Guardians of the Galaxy?
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